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QUESTION 1

In standard optical fiber environment, contains node, port, link and other components, which of the following is true?
(Select three Answers) 

A. node is refers to fiber optic equipment, such as servers, disk and etc 

B. each node at least one port, port provides external actual links, usually realize by server HBA card 

C. link is actual transmission medium, used to move information from one node to another node consists of a pair of opti
al fiber linE. A single fiber line is connected to a port of receiver, transmit information to optical fiber cable of this
interfacE. 

D. a node only can have one port 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 2

Which command can be runned to create file system for partitions in Linux. 

A. mkfs.ext3 /dev/sdb 

B. dd if=/dev/sdb of=/dev/zero bs=1024 count=1000 

C. dd if=/dev/zero of=/dev/sdb bs=1024 count=1000 

D. mkfs -N /dev/sdb 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

With Linux, a disk output is as follows. # fdisk -l Disk/dev/sd8O.OGB,8OO263618s6bytes 2ss heads, 63 sectors/track,
9729 cylinders Units = cylinders of 16O6s * s12 = 822s28O bytes Device Boot Start End Blocks Id System /dev/sdb1 * 1
2805 16386300 83 Linux /dev/sdb2 2806 9729 55617030 5 Extended /dev/sdbs 2806 3825 8193118+ 83 Linux
/dev/sdb6 3826 5100 10241406 83 Linux /dev/sdb7 5101 5198 787153+ 82 Linux swap / Solaris /dev/sdb8 5199 6657
11719386 83 Linux /dev/sdb9 6658 7751 8787523+ 83 Linux /dev/sdb10 7752 9729 15888253+ 83 Linux Which of the
following opinions are correct? 

A. lack of sdb3 and sdb4, there is problem in disk partition table, should be restored partition table 

B. the disk only has a primary partition 

C. the disk has six logical partitions 

D. the disk has seven logical partitions 

Correct Answer: BC 
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QUESTION 4

Running df output on AIX ias follows: 

# df /kyleFilesystem s12-blocks Free %Used Iused %Iused Mounted on /dev/hd2 16Os632O 192s384 89% 

11OO34 1OO% /kyle 

At this time, it can\\'t create a file or folder in this /Kyle directory. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following opinions about storage system boot failure or abnormal problem diagnosis are correct? 

A. After the system is powered on, the control box is not normal boot within 1s minutes (system status indicator has
been flashing orange), you can preliminarily determine the system fail to power on. 

B. When storage system is powered on, ISM cannot login successfully, you can determine the system boot failurE. 

C. After the storage is powered on, the controller indicator light is red, you can determine the system boot failure 

D. After the system is powered on, login MML and executive sys status to check the system status. If the status of
System Running Status is flash cache, you can determine the system boot failurE. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Ext3 file system only support the maximum partition of size 2T. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

In the storage array system, when writing strategy is write-back, high and low water level is mainly to define high and
low proportion of the Cache dirty data volume accounts for Cache capacity. 

A. True 

B. False 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

About the iSCSI protocol, which description of the following are right? (Select three Answers) 

A. iSCSI is based on IP protocol proposed by Microsoft technical standards 

B. iSCSI support users through its access IP SAN storage network 

C. iSCSI essence is SCSI commands and data transmission in IP frame format 

D. iSCSI protocol based on SCSI and TCP/IP 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 9

Synchronization strategies of Storage array synchronous remote replication can set different time point to trigger. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

If the LUN on the storage array created the virtual snapshot, under the condition of the source LUN data is deleted by
mistake, what method can be used to restore data? (Select 2 Answers) 

A. the snapshot of the source LUN rollback operation 

B. the snapshots of the source LUN map to host, recover it on the host side 

C. a snapshot of the source LUN activated operation 

D. a snapshot of the source LUN mirror operation 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 11

iSCSI of IP SAN storage array provide security function of CHAP authentication to prevent unauthorized access; IPsec
prevent insert, modify, and delete, and prevent eavesdrop, ensure the privacy. 

A. True 

B. False 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

About IOMeter and Dynamo, which of the following statement is wrong? 

A. when install, test Windows system, need to install IOMeter and Dynamo of Windows version 

B. if test is Linux or AIX system, in addition to install IOMeter in control monitor of windows, also need to install
corresponding version of Dynamo in test machine 

C. run IOMeter in Windows, automatically run Dynamo with IOMeter at the same directory 

D. start Dynamo, first start IOMeter main program, Stop Dynamo, as long as directly close Dynamo 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

About HP-UX, which of the following is true: (Select three Answers) 

A. iscsiuti -l can be used to check initi tor node name 

B. iscsiuti -i -N can be used to modify initi tor node name 

C. iscsiutil -m -t -p can be used to add the IP address of the target device 

D. iscsiutil -pD can be used to verify the iscsi configuration 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 14

For system performance test, what kinds of the tools are divided into? (Select three Answers) 

A. benchmark test tools 

B. business test tools 

C. I0 test tools 

D. data consistency test tools 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 15

For asynchronous remote replication of storage array, which of the following limited number of the added subordinate
LUN is correct? 
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A. can add at most 1 subordinate LUN 

B. can add at most 2 subordinate LUN 

C. can add at most 4 subordinate LUN 

D. can add any subordinate LUN 

Correct Answer: A 
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